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ABSTRACT 

Radiation induced soft errors impact memory circuits and their response gets transposed or disturbed 

which makes it crucial to protect the memory unit. Radiation-immune memory devices have extensive 

applications in space, biomedical, smart devices, and wearable devices. A radiation hardened by 

design circuit using Dual Interlocked Storage Cell (DICE) is implemented with varied transistor 

sizing to propose the design that has optimum performance and power dissipation. The design is 

tested for Single Event Upsets using the double exponential current model for current source of 

maximum amplitude 1 A. The proposed design is validated in Cadence 180nm CMOS technology 

node at ±10% of VDD = 1.8 V. The sensitivity of the circuit to process, voltage and temperature 

variations are shown with the help of Monte Carlo simulations. Various iterations performed during 

simulations make the proposed circuit suitable for use in critical applications. 

Keywords: radiation hardening, transistor sizing, soft error, parametric variation, single event upset. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the continued reduction in pipeline depth, downscaling of nodal capacitance and supply 

voltages, radiation induced soft errors are gaining attention and will soon be as critical as directly 

induced errors [1]. Radiation induced soft errors continue to affect the reliability of semiconductor 

devices at ground level [2-3]. The errors induced from radiation are collectively termed as single-

event effects (SEE). The most common cause of their occurrence is heavy ion interactions with 

nitrogen or oxygen atoms in the atmosphere leading to the active area of a VLSI circuit being hit by 

neutrons or ionizing particles.  

Transient SEEs are the major problem in modern VLSI circuits, although permanent SEEs like latch 

up, shifts in threshold voltage and destructive burnouts in power semiconductors [4-6] also continue 

to be a concern. A single-event transient pulse, typically having a pulse width of 0.1-1ns range at the 

output occurs when the reverse biased junction of a transistor is hit by an ionizing particle leading to 

charge deposition along its track [7]. If the transistor that gets affected turns out to be a component in 

a storage element like an SRAM cell or a latch, that transistor might flip its state and lead to an upset 

called the Single Event Upset (SEU).  Another cause of occurrence of an SEU could be if the 

transistor that gets hit is a part of combinational logic because of an SET that is strong enough to 

propagate and reach where a storage element is latched. Despite that, SEU induced errors are 

transient(correctible) rather than permanent, and hence called as soft errors. SEU effects have been 

identified as the utmost threat to electronic systems operating reliably in the future by the 

Semiconductor Industry Association Roadmap [8-9].  

Radiation-induced soft errors are a threat to the basic functionality of any logic cell. Data corruption 

and system failures because of the inability to eliminate radiation induced soft errors might have 

dangerous results in mission critical systems such as mainstream servers, automobile, and spacecrafts 

[10-11]. With technology scaling reaching deep submicron dimensions of less than 250nm, frequency 

of operation reaching to 100MHz and the increased speed and complexity of around a million gates in 

a circuit, Single Event Transient (SET) issues became a commonly occurring problem by the end of 

the 90s [12]. Therefore, SET tolerance needs to be a part of all logic circuits, especially in critical 

applications [13]. 
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The increased packing density has made the memory and logic circuits more susceptible to be 

attacked by soft errors. The SRAM cell is, especially, most prone to soft errors because it has a wide 

range of delicate part for each bit [14]. These errors can be categorized as cumulative effects of the 

dose received, known as Total Ionizing Dose (TID) and effects of a single particle hitting the device, 

named Single Event Effects (SEE). 

When a highly energetic ionized particle crashes with a memory cell, the logic stored in it changes 

and a bit flip results. This situation is defined as a Single Event Upset (SEU). Static Random-Access 

Memories (SRAMs) are most exposed to these SEUs induced through radiations [15]. When a SET 

propagates to the output resulting in storage of incorrect value, then it is referred as an SEU. The 

cause for the occurrence of a Single Event Upset (SEU) can be the charged particle striking the 

memory element directly or an SET causing the transient disturbance in a logic gate which propagates 

to reach the memory element and is then latched by this memory element.  

While a design engineer works on circuit level strategies, the emphasis is on memory cells with such 

resilience that there will be no bit flip even when a radiation strike hits multiple nodes of the cell. A 

number of schemes to tolerate errors have been designed and proposed which are known as Radiation 

Hardened by Design (RHBD) techniques. RHBD techniques can be in the form of spatial redundancy 

or temporal redundancy. Dual Interlocked Storage Cell (DICE) design is a spatial redundancy 

technique that increases the reliability of the system [16]. 

 

Fig. 1 Flowchart for a resilient design 

 



2. SINGLE EVENT TRANSIENTS 

Whenever a radioactive particle strikes a circuit, electron-hole pairs are generated. The holes and 

electrons are then separated by the electrical field and a current is created. If the current induced is 

adequate, it might lead to a change in the logic state of the transistor. Amplitude and duration of the 

current pulse are the key factors to ascertain whether the error propagates and if it can cause logic 

failure in the digital circuit. The following four conditions need to be fulfilled in order that an SET 

propagates and induces error in any memory element [17-19].  

i) The node at which the SET is generated should be sensitive.  

ii) It should either be a node of the memory circuit or propagate to reach a memory element.  

iii) The amplitude and duration of the striking pulse should be able to change the memory 

state, and  

iv) The cell should be vulnerable when the pulse reaches the memory element so that a bit 

flip can actually occur as a result of the incident pulse.  

When a particle strikes an element, N- type Metal Oxide Semiconductor (NMOS) transistors generate 

the widest pulses. So, an NMOS transistor reacts to the current impulse more than a P-type Metal 

Oxide Semiconductor (PMOS) transistor. Hence, it is a more probable source of propagation of error 

[20].  

Critical charge is defined as the minimum amount of charge necessary so as to flip a binary "1" to a 

"0" or vice-versa but it has to be less than the total charge that is stored. Qcrit (critical charge) is 

basically the difference between the charge at the storage node and the least value of charge required 

so that the sense amplifier can read correctly [21]. In the case of SRAM circuits, Qcrit also depends on  

the temporal shape of the current pulse and not only on the charge that gets collected at a certain node. 

3. DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL TRANSIENT CURRENT MODEL 

The physical phenomenon that is taking place during the occurrence of an SET is the generation of a 

double exponential current pulse from particle strike. This is the most widely used analytical model to 

approximate the transient current waveform that is induced at the struck node [22-24]. It has a rapid 

rise time and gradual fall time [25-27]. 

  

                 Fig. 2 A double exponential current  

Expression of the pulse shown in Figure 2 is given as: 
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where, I(t) denotes the transient current waveform, Q denotes the negative or positive charge 

deposited by the particle strike, τα is the fall time of current pulse, and τβ is the rise time. The time 

constants τα and   τβ are process technology dependent parameters [28]. According to reference work 

[29], the time taken to collect charge for bulk CMOS technology is calculated as 

 

                                                                                 τα =  
𝑘∈0𝑞𝜇𝐷𝑁      (2) 

 

where 𝑘 ∈0 denotes the substrate dielectric constant, q is the electron charge, µ is the carrier mobility, 

D is the doping concentration, and N is a scaling factor, that scales doping concentration D to the rate 

of generation of electron-hole pairs. The values for τα are normally in the range of 50-100 ps. On the 

other hand, τβ values are a few picoseconds usually. The typical value for τβ is generally 10-11 s. The 

collection time constant is deemed as a more important parameter as compared to τβ [30].  

It has been reported previously as well [31] that current pulses with varying durations can occur 

because of particle strikes and critical charge can be expressed as an integral of equation (1) as: 

 

    Q = I0 ∫ (ⅇ−𝑡∕𝜏𝛼 − ⅇ−𝑡∕𝜏𝛽) ⅆ𝑡∞0  = I0 × (τα - τβ)                 (3) 

  

where I0 is the current pulse due to critical charge. This parameter critical charge is used to evaluate 

the SEU tolerance and it is defined as the minimum charge that leads to the state flip [32]. Iterations 

performed with small increments in the injected charge are used to determine the critical charge 

required for the occurrence of a soft error at every node. Before evaluation of the effects of SET in 

any design, charge collection current and time constants need to be found out for a given technology. 

The voltage pulse generated at the node where the SET strikes is dependent on the supply voltage 

used in the circuit and the resistance as well as capacitance of the struck node. It is denoted as V(t) 

and the expression is given in Equation (4) as follows: 

V(t) = 
𝐼0−𝜏𝛼𝑅𝜏𝛼−𝑅 (ⅇ−𝑡∕𝜏𝛼 − ⅇ−𝑡∕𝑅𝐶)      (4) 

where R and C denote the resistance and capacitance of the struck node respectively.  

There is a minimum value of amplitude voltage of pulse, below which it cannot propagate through 

subsequent stages. The pulse will slowly die down and there won’t be a logic upset if the value of 

voltage generated by the upset is less than that threshold voltage value. The second factor for SET 

propagation is pulse duration (Twmin) for which the magnitude of the pulse should be greater than Vm 

in order to simulate SETs. Pulse width decreases with sizing and then saturates when (W/L) is further 

increased. It is safe to assume that an SET may propagate in larger digital gates even if the transient 

pulse strikes for a small duration. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

The proposed radiation hardened DICE based SRAM cell is implemented and verified for improved 

performance through simulations on IC6.1.5 release of the Virtuoso Front-end to Back-end design 

environment of Cadence tool. Transistor sizes are varied to reach the optimum sizing ratios for 

performance of the circuit. The operating voltage is kept as 1.8V. Spectre based fault-injection 

simulations were carried out for determining the SEU-susceptibility of the proposed circuit.  

Simulations based on Spectre can be carried out faster than 3D model simulations. Therefore, any 

digital circuit made up from a possible combination of the elementary target circuits can be 

investigated for SET behavior thoroughly and reasonably fast using Cadence. In the case of our DICE 

based SRAM cell circuit, inverter is the basic unit. All schematics are designed using 180nm NMOS 

and PMOS device models. Table 1 shows the chosen (W/L) (width/length) ratios for both NMOS and 

PMOS devices.  



 

TABLE 1. Sizing ratios for the chosen circuit 

Device Aspect ratio (W/L) Wp/Wn (Width of PMOS/Width 

of NMOS) 

PMOS 605nm/360nm  

1.374 NMOS 220nm/180nm 

Access Transistor 420nm/180nm 

 

A single event upset is emulated on the circuit with the help of a double exponential current source. 

This source enables us to find out how the electrical characteristics of the circuit change when a high 

energy particle strikes the circuit. Figure 3 represents the formation of a charge cloud at the sensitive 

node in the circuit where the particle strikes. 

 

Fig. 3 A particle strike shown on the schematic of the circuit 

Figure 4 shows the injection of a transient fault on a sensitive node to represent a flip from logic high 

to logic low (1→0). Some earlier works have also used similar approaches [33-35]. τα and τβ values 

are kept as 16.4ns and 500ns respectively for our proposed design. These are the typical values for a 

single event upset-hardened circuit. Figure 4(a) denotes the double exponential pulse that has been 

used in the proposed design. 

                  

   (a)       (b) 



Fig. 4(a) A double exponential current source with parameters as: Ipeak = 100 µA, Rise Time(τ1) = 

2ps, Fall Time(τ2) = 10ps, Rise Time delay (td1) = 10ps, Fall Time delay (td2) = 5ps (b) The pulse 

after getting shaped into a square wave 

The circuit response after the transient pulse has propagated through some library cells is shown in 

Figure 4(b). The SET gets shaped into a square wave. The schematic of a DICE based SRAM cell is 

shown in Figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Schematic of the proposed DICE based SRAM circuit 

4.2 Simulation Results 

The fluctuation of the threshold, channel length and width caused by process variations and mismatch 

in a device can lead to variation in parameters which can be found out before fabrication through 

statistical analysis. The rise time and fall time for the circuit implemented are taken as 2ps and 10ps, 

respectively. An important problem in the Deep Sub Micron (DSM) era is the surge in process 

variations. Due to the continuous scaling of devices and interconnects, there is a tremendous increase 

in variations in parameters such as channel length, threshold voltage, oxide thickness, wire width and 

wire height. Variations are present in every individual component and the characteristics of the circuit 

vary because of sum of the variations of components. Monte Carlo simulations have been carried out 

for different number of runs using Cadence Spectre at 180nm technology and the results are presented 

in Table 2. The power dissipation of DICE circuit is simulated for various process corners such as 

nominal (NN), fast slow (FS), slow fast (SF), fast fast (FF) and slow slow (SS) for supply voltages 

varying in the range of ±10% of VDD. The temperature variation range is kept from 00 C to 1000 C for 

testing memory circuits [36].  

TABLE 2 Power dissipation in proposed DICE circuit under PVT (Process Voltage Temperature) 

variations 

Parameter Power Dissipation 

Supply Variation 1.62 V 284.9pW 

1.8 V 343.2pW 

1.98 V 408.3pW 

Process Variation 

(for 1000 samples at 

850C) 

SS 124.1nW 

NN 125nW 

FS 132.9nW 

FF 134.8nW 

SF 135.6nW 



Temperature Variation 0 0C 343.2pW 

270C 1.052nW 

850C 124nW 

1000C 695.4nW 

 

The power dissipation of the circuit increases for higher voltage supply value. For temperature also, 

the minimum power dissipation is obtained for the circuit operating at the lowest temperature taken as 

00C. Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of the results presented in Table 2. 
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Fig. 6(a) Response of Power dissipation to supply voltage variations (b) Response of Power 

dissipation to process corners (c) Response of power dissipation to temperature variations 

 

4.3 Comparison based on Performance and Power  

A highly fault tolerant circuit in SEU hardened memories makes use of adding redundant circuitry at 

the cost of some compromise in performance and power dissipation. Mean(µ), median and standard 

deviation(σ) of the circuit play a role in measuring the sensitivity of the circuit. This is an even more 
important factor in circuits where radiation hardening is the goal. The ratio of mean and standard 

deviation(µ/σ) can be used as a measure of the sensitivity of circuits to process variation [37]. The 

circuit showing higher value of µ/σ denotes lesser variation with process changes. The sensitivity of 

the proposed circuit to both process and mismatch variations can be observed from the µ/σ values. 

Table 3 below represents highest sensitivity to variations in the circuit proposed.      



 

 

TABLE 3 Comparison of sensitivity with varying number of samples and existing similar work 

Design Number of 

Samples 

Minimum 

Power (pW) 

Maximum 

Power (µW) 

Mean(µ) 

(nW) 

Standard 

Deviation(σ) (µW) 
Proposed 1000 12.65 15.53 1.472 1.153 

 500 14.32 15.12 1.365 1.246 

 200 16.17 11.35 1.112 1.335 

Liu et al [38] - - - 455.2 - 

T. Calin et al  

[39] 

1000 - - 0.00139 0.15 

 

The sensitivity of the circuit which is proportional to the factor calculated above denoted as σ/µ 
changes with parametric variations like process corner, voltage supply and temperature. This variation 

is graphically represented in Figure 7.  
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Fig. 7(a) Variation in sensitivity with respect to voltage (b) Variation in sensitivity with increasing 

number of samples (c) Variation of sensitivity for various process corners (d) Variation of sensitivity 

at varying temperatures. 

5. CONCLUSION 



This paper proposes a radiation hardened by design-based SRAM circuit which makes use of 

redundancy. Transistor sizing has been used to find the circuit design parameters which offer the 

lowest power dissipation and optimum circuit performance. The functionality of the circuit under the 

effect of double exponential current source is tested and validated. Effects of parametric variations 

and sensitivity of the circuit are considered. The circuit is sensitive to process, voltage and 

temperature variations as shown through Monte Carlo simulations. The rise in use of electronic 

systems for safety-relevant applications related to medical devices, or in automated systems targeting 

active driver safety (e.g. Automatic Braking System, Electrical Submersible Pump) has enhanced the 

importance of reliability. 
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